The TextielMuseum is a dynamic and creative working museum. It is the only place in the world where design, art,
fashion, heritage and innovation come together in the field of textiles. The combination of inspiring exhibitions,
educational programmes, and the specialist TextielLab for research and production, make the museum entirely unique. In
the TextielLab, national and international designers, artists and promising students work together with our textile experts
to discover the endless possibilities of materials and techniques.
The TextielMuseum is embarking on an ambitious course to maintain and further develop its role as a leading textiles
centre. Education, cultural entrepreneurship and a socially responsible approach are key. We see it as our mission to
make the museum more inclusive in the coming years by inviting not only professionals, but also visitors to come and
use the latest technologies to design and make textiles.
We are looking for an:

Intern Knitting

(m/f)
32 hours per week for a period of 3-6 months
Tasks:
- Support and advise the professional maker during the development of textiles;
- Working on computer-assisted Stoll knitting machines;
- Register the process in images, text and samples;
- Work preparation (collecting and putting back yarns, tidying up the workplace etc.);
- Inform visitors of the TextielMuseum and explain what they see.
We ask:
- Relevant (international) higher professional education (HBO) in the fields of Textile, (graphic) design, fashion and/or
art;
- Affinity in knitting;
- Knowledge of Adobe software;
- Communicative skills, both orally and in writing (Dutch and/or English);
- Accuratesse and Independence.
We
-

offer:
Cooperation with international artists/designers that develop premium textiles;
Basics knowledge of M1plus software programming;
a dynamic environment;
Knitting personal samples.

We do not reimburse travel and housing costs.
Information:
Please contact Frank de Wind if you have any questions on this internship, T: +31 (0) 13-54 94 547,
e-mail: frank.de.wind@textiellab.nl
Procedure:
Send your written application (motivation letter and curriculum vitae) to: frank.de.wind@textiellab.nl

